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Omnivise Reliability

Can you make your 
maintenance programs more 

efficient and cost-effective?

Are you aiming to transition to  
predictive maintenance and leverage 
Siemens Energy know-how?

Omnivise Reliability helps you switch your maintenance approach from fire-fighting to predictive 
maintenance. 

Increased Availability Uses reliability centered maintenance principles to deliver increased reliability 
and availability. Lower Operating Costs Delivers significant cost reduction when compared with 
traditionally designed and managed maintenance programs. Higher Effectiveness Gives access to 
the entire Siemens Energy Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) derived Asset Template Library for 
easy reference and better decision-making. Increased Transparency Enables real-time communi-
cation with other specialties, while giving easy access to historical information, failure records and 
real time data.

Unplanned  
Outages  

reduced by up to 

25%*

Asset availability  
up to 

98%*

Maintenance  
costs  

reduced by up to 

10%*

Do you want to cut out equipment 
failures or unplanned outages?

Omnivise Reliability gives you the solution you’ve 
always needed, ready to use now.

* Siemens Energy calculation based on actual case study; individual results may vary.
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Omnivise Reliability supports the Reliability Engineer to introduce and maintain a Reliability Centered Maintenance approach. Providing 
an intgrated, intuitively-designed workflow, with all functionalities needed to deliver a cost-efficient solution, as budgets tighten and 
operating hours are cut.

The solution also offers access to a vast body of knowledge developed by Siemens Energy Subject Matter Experts through an Asset 
Template Library (ATL) that includes Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), typical indications and recommended tasks for all major 
equipment, including auxiliaries of gas and steam turbine, generators and Balance of Plant.

This comprehensive library of asset templates enables engineers to develop a condition-based maintenance program across the plant 
and enterprise in an efficient way.

User-friendly solution, enabling 
 condition-based maintenance programs

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) /  
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA)
Guided RCM workflow, with analysis setup, operating context 
 definitions, functions and functional failures, FMEA handling, 
 implementation requests, updating RCM analysis (regular / events-
based) and reporting.

Criticality Analysis
Enables definition of groups, scoring criteria and criticality rules, 
with predefined recommendations and asset scoring import / export.

Risk Management
Identifies, evalutaes and manages a tolerable risk level for the 
 organisation, based on failure mode level.

Investment Planning
Adds Cost Indicators to the analysis and provides recommendations, 
based on current health and CapEx-OpEx relationship. 

Statistical Analysis & Health Index
Access to statistical indicators and benchmarks, with  infor mation 
transparency for continuous improvement.

Case Management & Analysis Toolbox
Greater clarity over key enquiries and items, backed by case reso - 
lution toolkit and rich information from other applications. Root 
Cause Analysis based on IEC 62740, with each case improving the 
customer library. 
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1.  Siemens Energy knowledge integration
Provides codified knowledge via comprehensive content libraries, including Failure Modes and
 Effects Analysis, recommended tasks for all major equipment and predefined indications for
 continuous condition monitoring. Use of the support button gives fast, direct access to the
Siemens Energy expert network for know-how, experience and consulting help.

2. Reliability Centered Maintenance
The solution gives your experts immediate access to a comprehensive modular toolset for all
 aspects of Reliability Centered Maintenance, including both strategic and operational procedures.

3. User and workflow centric
The application is specifically designed to support Reliability Engineers in strategic program
development and daily procedures, and includes analytics capabilities and guided RCM facilitation.
 Stakeholders, such as Operators or Maintenance Engineers can exchange information through
pre-defined workflows, including requests for investigation or for further information.

4. Asset Performance Management
Omnivise Reliability forms an essential element of an holistic, yet modular Asset Performance
 Management solution, interfacing with Omnivise Diagnostics and Maintenance or 3rd party tools.

How Siemens Energy makes the difference
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Omnivise Asset Management Suite

Reliability Diagnostics Maintenance Operations 

Remote Operator 
Rounds & Inspections

Asset Performance 
Management

Full Plant 
Monitoring

Remote Operations 
& Autonomous Plant

Shared Services

User Management Asset Data Management Data Management Content Libraries

Customer Data

Reliability Diagnostics Maintenance Operations 

Modular software suite, built and used by Siemens Energy experts. Its four modular applications cover all power generation core 
processes and domains, supporting both local and remote teams. Built on a single platform, so users can draw on the same data  
and insights. Seamless workflows between applications enable cross-role collaboration, while supporting broader use cases, such 
as Remote Operator Rounds & Inspections, Asset Performance Management, Full Plant Monitoring, or Remote Operations up to 
 Autonomous Plant. 

How Omnivise Asset Management 
adds value:

Focus on roles 
Tailored solutions precision-engineered for specific 
roles, such as Diagnosticians, Reliability Engineers, 
Maintenance Managers and Engineers, Operations 
Managers, Operators and Shift Supervisors.

Workflow-centric 
Both role-specific workflows and cross-role collabo-
ration, always based on a single source of the truth.

Latest methods and technologies 
Continuously evolves to include the most advanced 
methods, including Predictive Maintenance based on 
state-of-the-art Analytics and most current concepts 
of Reliability Centered Maintenance.

One platform, highly modular 
Single platform, based on micro-services. The modular 
structure enables customers to select exactly the  ele - 
ments they require, gradually expanding to reflect 
emerging goals and stages on their digital journey. 

Asset-agnostic 
The same outstanding results for every kind of asset, 
independent of vendor (Siemens Energy and non-  
Siemens Energy).

Proven by our experts, ready for yours 
Built by engineers who use the same tools every day. 
Integrates Siemens Energy operator and engineer 
knowledge in a comprehensive, constantly updated 
Asset Template Library.
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